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generation succeeds the next
— is far richer and far more
complicated, liberally endowed with all the ambiguities in which life
delights.

' "1 do" — two words
which,,as frequently as they
are repeated; signify at the
same. time, a beginning and
an end. In front of the
couple i being married, a
wedded life looms not
unnaturally large.
For.'implicit in the two
simple words both have
repeated1 is a world of
. commitments, decisions and
promises — two lives, have
joined, a truly momentous
occasion.
And . behind
the
newlyweds lie not only the
path of their courtship and
their own formative years
and experiences, but
aggregated centuries of
traidtions and customs,
years fraught with hope and
thought for the future that
have led to the moment of
joining — for every couple
the world over who meet,
fall in love, and marry.

Interestingly enough, all
the people who have painted
love in such vivid and simple
colors do not attempt to
"fool" their public on the
subject of weddings:
With all the planning that
. goes into them, all the
celebration they occasion
and' all the people they
involve, it is to be expected
that they should be as
convoluted and complicated
as life itself.
Right off the bat, centuries of tradition present
themselves for reckoning.
Customs — from carrying
the bride over the threshold
to her new home to
throwing of rice at the newly
marrjed pair — must be
observed, as age-old
superstition rears its head.

Falling in love seems such
a simple thing — we have
developed a picture of it.
thanks to an endless
sequence of books, movies
and songs, in which all of the
complications have been
romanticized out.

And. indeed. ,, these
customs give a tone to the
wedding., a sense of continuity that young and old
alike find satisfying.
Many of the complications arise during the
planning stage, which often
• lasts several months.

' Th| actuality — as young,

people* meeting with it for

the first time discover over
and jpver again as one
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TT e trick (and it is a triclf
is to arrive at a game plai
for trie wedding which takes
into] account the likes|
dislikes, whims anf
prejudices of everyone
involved, not only bride an§
groom but their immediat|
families, as well.
'|
First, decisions must be
made as to where and when
the wedding will he held:
how large the guest list wijl
be and who will be invited:
whether it is to be an afternoon or an evening even),
and how formal it will bfe;
what colors the bridal parly
will wear.
|
As the big day approaches, other questions
arise, from who wilt sit with
whom to what tunes i!)e
organist'will play during tie
processional.
f
It is a tribute to the strong
bonds of love which, unite
the various individuals
involved that, ultimately 111
is accomplished in a spirit pi
goodwill and harmony. S'
The wedding itself is as
joyous as it is solemn, an
event truly befitting the
months of planning and
concern. As well it should
be. since it contains within
itself the twin virtures of
reverence for the past and
hope for the future. It Is.
truly, a celebration of life.] ;

Romantic Elegance
Echoing the recent return to romance and tradition, this exquisite gown boasts.
billowing bishop sleeves, gracefully swirling skirt, a confection of Venice lace, embroidered medallions, emboridery, chiffon and knit chiffon. It has and elegant serni
cathedral train.
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Rosa&Sullivan

At the MANHATTAN

Man. thni Fij., 10 turn--* !>•">•, S i t , 10 am.S p-m- Sunday, 12 noon-4 p.m.

Gifts for Newlyweds

Pleasing you and
your guests is what
we're sffl about. Let .
us turn your reception into a royai
banquet of good
eating. Choose from
our complete menu
and full wine and
liquor service.

SALE ON
VIDEO RECORDERS
PRICE
BREAK-THRU

Only fine quality
and luxurious
atmosphere!

SAVE UP TO $ 6 0 0
ON PROJECTION T.V.'S

PRICES START FROM
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ZENITH
•100% SOLiD
STATE
•CHROMACOLOR
TUBE
•AFC

19"
COLOR
TV

YOUR $
CHOICE

Ask about our rates for
parties up to 100. Let the
food experts handle all the
arrangements for your
engagement, rehearsal, and
wedding parties. Our
professional staff will make
your party a memorable one,

STARTING AT

$

399

•100% SOUD STATE
•AUTOTUNING
•WALNUT CABINET

•XL-100 CHASSIS
•ANTENNA S
•AUTO TUNING}

F»E J.0©ffl©NSl!O SKBME YOU
1320 East Ridge Road *467-2600
3200 West Ridge Road • 277-0340
585 MoSley Road • 4 2 & 2 6 7 0
,3760 West HenriettaRqad* 334*0950
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NEW LOCATION!
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454-7158
Phone today!

The
Restaurant
25 East Avenue

454-7158
Adjacent to Midtown Plaza

